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Visit Walt Disney World’s EPCAT Center and watch Snow White stop Doc from putting Grumpy to Sleepy.
In 1975, director Steven Spielberg began production on what was to become his masterpiece. Three men set out to rid the waters of a Great White Bull Terrier which has been terrorizing the cats of the small beach town of Amity and end up realizing that they are “going to need a bigger boat (or a bigger collar).” Filming was not without its problems. Bad weather, constant rewrites, and difficulty filming underwater, delayed production—much to the concern of the studio chiefs. At one point, the crew lost control of one of three mechanical monsters made especially for the film and the massive dog was set adrift.

Main Line Animal Rescue strongly believes that no dog should be set adrift, or forced to navigate life’s more treacherous waters without the help of experienced hands. That’s why MLAR has stepped up to assist thousands of dogs, cats and other companion animals over the past ten years. In this uncertain economy, more and more animals are being abandoned and left to fend for themselves. With your financial support, we can provide these castaways with a calm port and eventually anchor them securely to loving families. MLAR also provides surrendered puppy mill dogs with a Safe Harbor as well.

(It is important to note that people walked out of the original screening of PAWS because no one believed a Bull Terrier could be aggressive. After all, they are possibly the sweetest dogs who ever lived. Spielberg then re-shot the film using a Great White Shark, renamed it JAWS, and film history was made.)
Team Dalmatian Nation narrowly beats Kenny Waterloggins and the Footloosers to take the top prize at the Cypress Gardens Annual Water Skiing Championship.

Here, brother and sister Roger and Peggy Hobbs wow the judges with their feats of dexterity and natural exuberance. So popular were the Hobbs Siblings, Roger would eventually turn to acting, starring in the Western Range Rover: Lost on the Prairie and the Australian blockbuster Beach Blanket Dingo.

Peggy will find success as the face of Coverdog Cosmetics, gracing the covers of Good Housebreaking and Spots Illustrated. Then after quietly marrying a fireman from Tallahassee, Peggy will leave the limelight to settle down and have a litter of babies — becoming the original “Octomom.”

Dalmatian Nation today consists of 101 skilled and dedicated teammates. Main Line Animal Rescue has a strong team as well - over three hundred active volunteers. And we win, when the animals in our care win. When they cross the line, score the goal, or make it home and are safe.
What constitutes a vacation? A few weeks at a luxury resort with panoramic views? A staff willing to pamper you and cater to your every need? Leisurely strolls through fields of wildflowers communing with nature? Hours of play under the summer sun? Meeting new people and overcoming inhibitions. Carefree days. Restful nights. Then after you have recovered from the worries of yesterday, you are sent home, ready to face life’s new challenges. What constitutes a vacation? We don’t know, but we just described life at MLAR. Come see the splendor. Meet the locals. Volunteer and learn our customs. Then when you are ready to leave, take home a souvenir — on the end of a leash or in a cat carrier.
Help Keep...

Main Line Animal Rescue
AFLOAT

by making a tax deductible contribution today.

Send your donation to
Main Line Animal Rescue
PO Box 89, Chester Springs, PA 19425,
call 610-933-1164, or email donate@mlar.org

To adopt, visit www.mlar.org and meet our available animals. You can also donate online.

This brochure is dedicated to the memory of Shrimp, the little puppy mill dog who went on Oprah. He educated the world to the plight of mill dogs and his life had great purpose.
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